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Communication design graduates will obtain creative skills in digital technology and art. 
Animation, illustration, and game design are major concentrations in this degree program. 
Graduates, who attend this program, develop crucial skills used in the field of 2d animation, 3d 
animation, and illustration. The degree program provides animators/illustrator various courses 
that will organize and professionalize their portfolio. City Tech communication design contains a 
wide range of programs that can help employ graduates.   

Employment 

Graduates from City Tech’s communication design, become better designers. The 
degree grants an advance understanding in illustration alongside development in 
communication skills. Graduates, who graduate this program, obtain crucial skills in Adobe 
products. For instance, Adobe InDesign provides students skills in organization and templates 
designs, highly beneficial in business. Another program, Adobe illustrator, gives illustrators 
opportunity to perfect their illustration using vector art, frequently used in popular comic books. 
Each student is required to learn how to use Adobe products. These programs and many more 
are vital requirements in acquiring a job position, as a designer. Internship experience is also 
necessary for graduates in the City Tech communication design program. Acquiring experience 
provides graduates with real life challenges alongside personal connection with designers in the 
business.  Although employment is crucial in the industry, education provides progression into a 
productive employee. 

Education 

 The communication design program will grant an excessive amount of courses which will 
elevate graduates into professionals in the field. The degree program provides associates and 
bachelor degrees for graduates. Associate degree combines all the fundamentals of design that 
ranges from illustration to web design. Bachelor degree raises students to upper division course 
that grants students with modules for specific career choices: animation, advertisement, and 
game design. Understanding how to cooperation and communicate plays an important role in 
any career. Our program concentrates on providing students with a diverse and integrated 
community. Design team illustrates a crucial aspect in the workplace, combining design with 
communication skills. Every graduate must acquire a basis for all form of communication design 
in order to prepare themselves for the workplace. All graduates are expected to progress their 
portfolio. Before graduation, student must accomplish both senior project and internship in order 
to obtain a degree. 

 

 



 

 

Courses 

 Students are presented a multiple amount of courses to progress, or advance, in a 
career. Animation, illustration, and game design are granted opportunity through upper-division 
courses. For instance, 2D animation is an upper-division course that teaches animators about 
movement, storyboard, and character concept. 3D animation focuses on the basis of 2D 
animation and formulates it into 3D animation. Game design combines illustration with computer 
programming to create a personal video game. All three courses present graduates with 
informative skills that can prepare them in their field.  

The degree program should grant a graduate a professional stature in the business. 
Those who are uncertain on participate in this program will miss out on a productive and life 
changing experience. Moreover, employees who participate will obtain a degree and rapid 
entry-level promotion in the industry. Hopefully, our program can make a dream a riveting and 
outstanding reality. 

 

  

  


